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Abstract 
Capacity analysis is the only way to formulate traffic organization schemes and evaluate the pros and cons on the work zones 
of reconstructed expressway. Currently, the lack of work zone capacity modeling and evaluation systems has led to the risk of 
traffic organization plan failure, which will cause congestion, traffic accidents, and public discontent. First, based on 
construction zone surveys, the paper defined ten basic forms of reconstructed expressway work zones. Then the basic capacity 
and adjustment coefficient of several influencing factors, such as the amount and form of lane closed, the median opening 
length, proportion of trucks, construction work intensity, light condition, and speed limited, were determined based on the 
measured data and the traffic simulation.. Finally, the capacity model was developed to formulate a reasonable construction 
traffic organization scheme. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.  
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Chinese Overseas Transportation Association (COTA). 
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1. Introduction 
A reasonable traffic organization plan must be developed during renovation and expansion period of 
expressway in order to ensure the smooth passage of vehicles. And capacity analysis is the only way to formulate 
traffic organization scheme and evaluate the pros and cons on work zone of reconstructed expressway. Currently, 
the lack of necessary provisions for expressway reconstruction in existing standards, specification [1][2][3]and 
manuals[4] and the imperfection of capacity model, have led to the risk of traffic organization plan failure. The 
consequences caused are not fully utilization of expressway potential service ability, congestion, and traffic 
accidents, which will trigger overall decline of regional traffic operation quality, great social influence, and 
public discontent on expressway management. In order to solve this problem, reconstructed expressway work 
zone capacity and related factors must be studied. Finally, the capacity model of different construction zone 
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forms was developed to formulate reasonable construction traffic organization scheme, which was the purpose of 
the paper.  
2. Basic forms of construction zone 
The reconstructed expressway takes different construction steps for different pavement type, widening 
location, structure form, and construction methods, which forms a wide range of construction zones. The paper 
conducted surveys of several typical traffic organization plans of reconstructed expressway projects, including 
Huning expressway, Fokai expressway, G30 expressway Zhengzhou section, Jingjintang expressway Beijing 
section, Guangshao expressway, etc. The survey found the following six major methods of renovation and 
expansion construction: whole asphalt concrete overlay after road widening right side of existing cement concrete 
pavement, road widening right side of existing asphalt concrete pavement, reserved median divider widening left 
side of existing asphalt concrete pavement, widening of existing bridge, lengthening and widening of existing 
bridge, new bridge construction [5], etc. Currently, the main reconstruction situation is generally an existing two-
way four-lane expressway expansion to two-way eight-lane expressway, which is the main research object of the 
paper. Although the method of renovation and expansion, the construction phase, the construction contents and 
involved structures are different, but the layout of some construction zones, lane closed form, construction 
strength are same, the capacity of which is also the same from the angle of traffic flow impact. Therefore, it is not 
necessary to analyze the construction zones of whole phases and all forms.  
In the process of different methods of construction, parts of the construction phases have same form of 
construction zone. Parts of the construction phases have same form of construction zone in one direction, but 
different in the other direction. That may have more combinations of different construction forms, but the impact 
of which to capacity is superimposed. Therefore, ten basic forms of construction zone have been summarized 
during different construction phases, which have different impact to capacity. The phase of subgrade and 
pavement widening and the stage of traffic safety device installation after widening are involved. 
 Right shoulder or median dividers are closed for construction with two-lane one-way, and two lanes are 
remaining for vehicles passage. 
 The left lane is closed for construction with two-lane one-way, and the right lane and right shoulders are 
remaining for vehicles passage. 
 One lane and right shoulder are closed for construction with two-lane one-way, and the other lane is remaining 
for vehicles passage. 
 The left lane is closed for construction with four-lane one-way, and the other there lanes are remaining for 
vehicles passage. 
 The left two lanes are closed for construction with four-lane one-way, and the other two lanes and right 
shoulders are remaining for vehicles passage. 
 The left there lanes are closed for construction with four-lane one-way, and the right lane and right shoulder 
are remaining for vehicles passage. 
 Transition from two-lane one-way to left-lane the other-way through median divider opening.   
 Transition from two-lane one-way to two-lane the other-way through median divider opening.  
 Transition from four-lane one-way to one-lane the other-way through median divider opening.  
 Transition from four-lane one-way to two-lane the other-way through median divider opening.  
3. Data collection, calibration and validation of simulation model  
Data collection location involves Guangdong Fokai expressway, Jingjintang expressway Beijing section, 
Guangdong Guangshao expressway, etc. Observing large flow data for capacity directly is one of the purpose. 
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The other purpose is traffic operating characteristics of construction zone for calibration of traffic simulation 
model.  
The observation content includes geometric data of construction zone: lane width, distance between 
carriageway edge to construction zone, length of construction zone, horizontal and vertical alignment, number of 
lanes, number of open and close lanes, width of marginal strip, spacing between construction zones; environment 
data of construction zone: weather conditions, construction zone layout, construction machinery, construction 
number, isolated way; traffic data: traffic flow, speed, headway, traffic composition, etc. 
Data collection methods involved section observation by camera, MetroCount5600, NC-97, laser speed 
observer; continuous observation of the vehicle by car GPS, Vbox, etc. The capacity state was not observed due 
to the diversion measures of observed construction zone of the area. The data collected was used only for traffic 
characteristics analysis and simulation model calibration. 
  
Fig. 1. Survey photo of construction zone 
The paper used VISSIM simulation model [6], and calibration content included traffic characteristic and model 
parameters, etc. Traffic characteristic calibration included desired speed distribution in construction zone with 
roadside widening and right shoulder closed, median divider and left lane closed, one direction closed and the 
other for two-way traffic [7]. 
  
Fig. 2. Desired speed distribution of construction zone with one direction for two-way traffic 
Simulation model calibration included free lane change model and necessary lane change model parameters. 
The remaining parameters use the default values. 
Speed-flow relationship were validated in construction zones with right shoulder closed, lane closed, and one 
direction for two-way traffic. The results show that: the simulation results were consistent with the measured data. 
The deviation between the measured data and the simulation results is controlled within 10%. Therefore, the 
simulation model has sufficient accuracy, stability and adaptability after calibration, which could be used for 
capacity study of construction zone. 
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Table 1. Calibration parameters of simulation model 
Parameters Value 
Free lane change model 
Emergency stop route, m 60 
Lane change route, m 500 
Necessary lane change model 
Maximum deceleration(own) , m/s2 -2.5 
Accepted deceleration(own) , m/s2 -1.0 
4. Basic capacity and influencing factors of construction zone 
The simulation program is increasing the input flow by 400 pcu/h step gradually until significantly more than 
the capacity. Simulation data was recorded once every 5 minutes, including average speed and flow. Because 
changing the random seed caused little change in the simulation results, so only a simulation experiment was 
carried out in each program and form of construction zone [7].  
4.1 Basic capacity 
Simulation conditions of the basic construction forms are: good weather during the day, no construction in 
work zone, 100% passenger cars in traffic composition, isolation facilities close to the carriageway, no lateral 
clearance, 80 km/h limit in construction zone. Results are as follows. 
 
Fig. 3. Speed-flow relationship of construction zone with one lane and right shoulder closed and the other lane remaining for passage. 
More number of opening lanes in construction zone, the smaller interference degree of traffic flow, while 
larger capacity of single-lane. But the capacity of the right shoulder used as a carriageway is lower than that of 
the normal lane. The results of the above table are larger than that of various construction zones in HCM-2010 
table 10-14[8]. The capacity of only one lane opening and that of short-term construction zone in HCM-2010 are 
identical.  
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Table 2. Basic capacity of construction zone with different forms 
Basic forms of construction zone Basic capacity, pcu/h 
Right shoulder or median dividers are closed for construction with two-lane one-way, and two lanes are remaining 
for passage. 3900 
The left lane is closed for construction with two-lane one-way, and the right lane and right shoulders are remaining 
for passage. 3550 
One lane and right shoulder are closed for construction with two-lane one-way, and the other lane is remaining for 
passage. 1600 
The left lane is closed for construction with four-lane one-way, and the other there lanes are remaining for passage. 6250 
The left two lanes are closed for construction with four-lane one-way, and the other two lanes and right shoulders are 
remaining for passage. 5550 
The left there lanes are closed for construction with four-lane one-way, and the right lane and right shoulder are 
remaining for passage. 3550 
Transition from one-way to left-lane the other-way through median divider opening 75m.  1350 
Transition from one-way to two-lane the other-way through median divider opening 75m. 2100 
4.2 Amount and form of lane closed 
Closing right shoulder or median divider for construction is the longest-lasting and most basic form of 
construction zone in subgrade and pavement construction phase of four-lane two-way expressway construction 
project. Therefore, this form is suitable as the reference conditions, and the capacity reduction of the rest form is 
calculated on this basis. After bidirectional construction completed, basic section of eight-lane two-way 
expressway is used as the reference conditions in safety facilities construction phase, and the capacity reduction 
of the rest construction zones with different quantity and form of lanes closed are calculated on this basis. Results 
are as follows. 
Table 3. Capacity adjustment coefficient of construction zone with different quantity and form of lanes closed 
Basic forms of construction zone Capacity adjustment coefficient 
Right shoulder or median dividers are closed for construction with two-lane one-way, and two lanes 
are remaining for passage. 1.00 
The left lane is closed for construction with two-lane one-way, and the right lane and right shoulders 
are remaining for passage. 0.91 
One lane and right shoulder are closed for construction with two-lane one-way, and the other lane is 
remaining for passage. 0.41 
Basic section of eight-lane two-way expressway. 1.00 
The left lane is closed for construction with four-lane one-way, and the other there lanes are 
remaining for passage. 0.71 
The left two lanes are closed for construction with four-lane one-way, and the other two lanes and 
right shoulders are remaining for passage. 0.63 
The left there lanes are closed for construction with four-lane one-way, and the right lane and right 
shoulder are remaining for passage. 0.40 
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4.3 Median divider opening length 
There are four forms using the lanes of the other way through median divider opening for vehicles passage in 
different construction methods: transition from two-lane one-way to one/two-lane the other-way, transition from 
four-lane one-way to one/two-lane the other-way. Traffic operation of the four forms was simulated with different 
median divider opening length. Results are as follows. 
 To extend the median divider opening length has the obvious effect to improve traffic operating efficiency and 
capacity. 
 In the case of the same opening length, speed and capacity are not affected by the number of lanes before 
transition, but only by the control of the other way number of lanes after transition. 
 Vehicle free-flow speed is limited by the length of the opening, but no relationship with the number of the 
other way lanes, the number of one-way lanes before transition. 
 Analysis from the perspective of improving traffic efficiency, after opening lengthen from the current 30m to 
75m, free-flow speed reached 40km/h speed limit, and the capacity improved significantly. If it continued to 
lengthen, not only the cost increased more, but also the improving effect of capacity and traffic efficiency 
were not obvious.  
Median divider opening 75m is used as the reference conditions, and the capacity reduction of opening with 
other length are calculated on this basis. Results are as follows.  
Table 4. Capacity adjustment coefficient of median divider opening with different opening length 
Forms of construction zone opening length 30m 50m 75m 100m 
Bidirectional passage on two-lane one-way adjustment coefficient 0.91 0.93 1.00 1.07 
Bidirectional passage on four-lane one-way adjustment coefficient 0.75 0.82 1.00 1.20 
4.4 Proportion of trucks 
The acceleration and deceleration performance of domestic truck is poor, especially in the construction zone, 
so the impact of trucks on traffic is greater than normal expressway section. To measure the impact of trucks, 
traffic simulation was carried out with different proportion of trucks in the construction zone with right shoulder 
closed and two-lane one-way for vehicles passage. Results are as follows. 
Table 5. Capacity adjustment coefficient of trucks with different proportion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Trucks have a greatly influence on the capacity of construction zone. With the increase of trucks proportion in 
the traffic, the decline rate of construction zone capacity gradually slows. Compared with the adjustment 
coefficient of traffic composition in existing specification [9], the simulation results are slightly higher. 
Conservatively, the capacity adjustment coefficient of trucks proportion remains specification values. The 
influence on capacity of trucks on upgrade section is more serious than the general sections. Therefore, particular 
Proportion of trucks 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 
Adjustment coefficient 1.00 0.90  0.81  0.75  0.67  0.62  
Value of existing specification 1.00 0.88  0.78  0.70  0.64  0.59  
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upgrade sections of the construction zone need to be analyzed separately. Passenger-car equivalent and truck 
adjustment coefficient will be found in Highway Capacity Manual of China (Manuscript) [4]. 
4.5 Construction work intensity, light condition, and speed limited 
In the case of roadside construction, traffic speed will be slower than that of no construction. Construction 
work have an greatly influence on the capacity of construction zone. Based on the data collected in construction 
zone, adjustment coefficient of construction work intensity on the capacity was determined. 
The adjustment coefficient of light condition on the capacity was obtained based on the observations of same 
construction section under the day and night work conditions. 
Speed limited 80 km/h is used as the reference conditions, and the capacity reduction of speed limited 60 km/h 
is calculated on this basis.  
When capacity is reached, speed has been reduced following the speed limit. Therefore, the relationship 
between the capacity and the speed limit is not obvious. Increase the limit speed only play a significant role in 
improving the operating efficiency in the case of low-flow. 
Table 6. Capacity adjustment coefficient of other influencing factors 
Influencing factors 
Construction work intensity Light condition Speed limit 
no working working day night 80km/h 60km/h 
Adjustment coefficient 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.85 1.00 0.98 
5. Capacity model of construction zone 
There are two forms of capacity model domestic and overseas:(1)Regression model with influence factors as 
the independent variable[10];(2) Reduction model with influence factors as the product-terms[11]. Construction 
zones exist in whole expressway. The characteristics of continuity and long distance determine that it is more 
reasonable to consider the construction zone as separate facilities. Thus, there exist the basic capacity and related 
influence factors of construction zone. Because of many influence factors, considering the advantages of simple 
and convenient calculation, this paper established the reduction capacity model of construction zone. 
The basic capacity is the foundation of capacity reduction model. Based on the basic capacity, adjustment 
coefficient of influencing factors of construction zone capacity are determined. Finally, the actual capacity of 
construction zone is obtained. Based on the basic capacity and adjustment coefficient of influence factor, the 
capacity model of construction zone is as follows: 
( )b s m HV w l vC C f f f f f f                                                         (1) 
 
C actual capacity of construction zone, veh/h; 
bC basic capacity of construction zone, pcu/h; 
sf adjustment coefficient of quantity and form of lanes closed; 
mf adjustment coefficient of median divider opening length; 
HVf adjustment coefficient of trucks; 
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wf adjustment coefficient of construction work intensity; 
lf adjustment coefficient of light condition; 
vf adjustment coefficient of speed limited. 
6. Recommendations for Future Research 
The paper determined several adjustment coefficients of most important influencing factors of construction 
zones. Because of no data collected, some influencing factors were not involved such as Isolation facilities, lane 
width, the weather, the familiar degree of drivers to construction zone, etc. which is the direction of the future 
research.  
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